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1. Intr0dwti0n 
This paper is concerned with graphs without loops which may contain 
multiple edges and which may be finite or infinite. Its object is to derive 
some basic properties concerning separation and connectedness. The 
Axiom of Choice will be assumed. In Sections l-4 we consider only un- 
directed graphs. Graphs will be denoted by Greek capital letters. If r 
is a graph then the set of vertices of r will be denoted by V(F), the set 
of edges of I’ by a(r). If 9’ C V(r) u b(F) then the graph obtained by 
deleting from J’ all the vertices of 9 together will all edges incident 
with them, and also all the edges of 9, will be denoted by r- 9. If 
YY C V(r) then r-- (Y(F) - ?Y) will be called the subgrqh of T spanned 
by ?V and denoted by r(F). 
Let ~2 and a be two non-empty disjoint sets of vertices. Any path 
one of whose end-vertices belongs to d and the other to a’, and which 
has no further vertex in common with ~2 u 37, will be called an (&, a)- 
path. Any edge with one end-vertex belonging to ct9 and the other to B 
will be called an (J%‘, 3?)-edge. 
Let r be a graph and let 9 C V(r) U b(F). Then Y will be called a 
separating set of I’ if there exist two vertices V and W in r- 9 such 
that r contains a (V, W)-path and r-9 contains no (V, W)-path. 
A separating set Y of a graph will be called 
smallest if the graph has no separating set containing fewer than 19’1 
elements, 
relatively minimal if no proper subset of 9 is a separating set of the graph, 
minimal if it is smallest and relatively minimal, 
a separating set of vertices/edges if it consists of vertices/edges only. 
A separating set of vertices/edges 9 of a graph will be called 
lowest if the graph has no separating set of vertices/edges containing 
fewer than 191 elements, 
least if it is lowest and relatively minimal. 
4 Indagationes 
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Let r be a graph and SJ and 99 non-empty disjoint sets of vertices of P. 
A subset 9’ of V(r) u a(r) will be called an (&, a) separating set of r 
if 9’ n (-Se u a’) = $4, Y contains an (&, a)-path and I’- Y contains no 
(cc4, g)-path. An (&, @-separating set 9 of r will be called 
smallest with respect to ~4, a if there is no (d, @-separating set of r 
with fewer than 191 elements, 
relatively minimal with respect to -c4,Z8 if no proper subset of Y is an 
(JZ?, @-separating set of r, 
minimal with respect to G?+, 9 if it is smallest and relatively minimal with 
respect to &, 99, 
an (d, @-separating set of vertices/edges if it consists of vertices/edges only. 
An (-01, @-separating set of vertices/edges 9’ will be called 
lowest with respect to ~2, g if there is no (~4, @-separating set of vertices 
edges containing fewer than 19’1 elements, 
least with respect to &, 9 if it is lowest and relatively minimal with respect 
to d)37. 
Let 9? be a set of vertices of a graph. A set of vertices and edges of 
the graph will be called economical with respect to GZ if it contains no edge 
joining two vertices of %. 
Let r be a graph and V C V(r). The union of all those connected 
components of r which contain at least one vertex of V will be denoted 
by C(% 0. 
2. Elementary properties for undirected graphs 
2.1. Every (&‘,a)-separating set contains as a subset an (&‘,.9?)- 
separating set which is economical with respect to ~2 & S?. Every (s?, 99)- 
separating set which is relatively minimal w.r.t. &, 9Y is economical 
w.r.t. & $9. 
2.2. By the Axion of Choice every non-empty set of cardinals contains 
a smallest cardinal. Hence if r is any graph and @ + &‘, 9Y C V(r) and 
JY n S?= P, and r contains an (~4, @-path, then r contains at least one 
(&, @-separating set smallest w.r.t. d, g. If r contains a finite (-02,9)- 
separating set then (i) every (&‘, @-separating set which is smallest 
w.r.t. ~2, @ is also minimal w.r.t. SS?, k%Y’, and (ii) r contains at least one 
minimal separating set. 
2.3, Every graph with at least one edge contains a lowest separating 
set of edges and a smallest separating set. Let r be any graph with at 
least one edge and V any vertex of r with nonzero valency. Let d be 
any connected component of c( ?‘, r) - V. Then the set of all (V, d)-edges 
of r is a relatively minimal separating set of edges of r. It will be shown 
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that every graph with at least one edge contains at least one least separating 
set of edges, and that there exist connected graphs with edges which 
contain no minimal separating set and no relatively minimal separating 
set of vertices. 
2.4. If Y is any (&,28)-separating set of a graph then the graph 
contains an (&, @-separating set Y such that Y contains all (&, a)- 
edges of the graph and no other edges, and 19-15 19’1. 
If Y is any separating set of any connected graph which has two 
non-adjacent vertices, then the graph has a separating set of vertices 42 
with 19215 191. Hence every such graph has a smallest separating set 
consisting of vertices only, and if it has a finite separating set then it has 
a minimal separating set consisting of vertices only. 
3. A result concerning choice sets 
The theorem below, concerning choice sets, will be used in the sequel 
in connection with relatively minimal separating sets. A proof similar 
to the one given here was also found independently by G. Sabbagh. 
If 9’ is a family of sets then a set which has an element in common 
with each set belonging to 9 is called a choice set with respect to 9. We 
call a choice set relatively minimal if no proper subset of it is a choice set 
with respect to 8. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be any non-empty set and 9’ a non-empty set of 
finite non-empty subsets of A. Then any choice set with respect to B contains 
as a subset a relatively minimd choice set with respect to 8. 
PROOF. Let T be any choice set w.r.t. 9, and let Y denote the set 
of all those subsets of T which are choice sets w.r.t. 9. Order Y by in- 
clusion. Let ‘$2 be any subset of Y which is totally ordered by inclusion, 
and let I denote the intersection of all those subsets of T which belong to %. 
I E 7. For suppose on the contrary that I $ Y. Then there is a set P 
belonging to 9 such that P n I= $3. Let P= {al, . .., up}, where 14~ <cc. 
Since P n I= $3, there exist elements Ui, . . ., UP (not necessarily all 
distinct) such that at $ Ug for 12i 5~. Since 92 is totally ordered by 
inclusion we may assume that Ur C . . .2 U,. But then P n VI = (d, contrary 
to the fact that UI is a choice set w.r.t. 8. This proves that I E 9. 
This shows that any subset of r which is totally ordered by inclusion 
has a lower bound belonging to Y. By Zorn’s Lemma therefore Y has 
a minimal element w.r.t. this ordering. Each such minimal element of Y 
is clearly a relatively minimal choice set w.r.t. 9. Theorem 1 is now proved. 
N.B. I have not been able to give a proof of Theorem 1 using the 
Axiom of Choice for finite sets alone. 
4. Relatively minimal and minimal separating sets in undirected graphs 
THEOREM 2. Let .F be any graph and d and a any two non-empty 
disjoint subsets of V(I’) such that r contains at least one (d, @-path. Then 
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1. Every (d, @-separating set of r contains as a subset an (d, 9l)- 
separating set which is relatively minimal with respect to d, a!. 
2. T contains an (d, @-separating set which is smallest with respect 
to d, 9l’, and every such set contains as a subset an (d, B)-separating set 
which is minimal with rape&t to d, .CiY. 
3. r has an (d, +separating set which is minimal with respect to 
d, 9 and which contains all (d, i&-edges of r and no other edge-s. 
4. A necessary and sufficient condition for a subset W of V(r) v k?(r) 




(c) 9 consists of all (c&d, F-S), c(B, r- 9))-edges of r together with 
all those vertices of r which belong neither to c(d, r-9) nor to 
c(GJ, r-9) and are in r adjacent to at least one vertex of each. 
PROOF OF 1. If 17 is an (&‘, @-path of J’ then 3(n) will denote the 
set of all edges and all intermediate vertices (if any) of 17. Let 9 denote 
the set {Y(n) : 17 is an (&‘, @-path of r>. 9’ is a non-empty set of finite 
non-empty subsets of V(r) u b(r). 
Let Y denote any (&, @-separating set of r. Then Y is a choice set 
with respect to 8. By Theorem 1 9’ contains as a subset a relatively 
minimal choice set with respect to 9, say 9’. Then 9’ is an (&‘, 9?)- 
separating set of r which is relatively minimal with respect to &‘, .%?. 
1 is now proved. 
PROOF OF 2. By 2.2 r contains an (&, @)-separating set which is 
smallest w.r.t. .&, a’, and by 1 every such set contains an (JZ?, @-separating 
set which is minimal w.r,t. @‘, a. 
PROOF OF 3. By 2 J’ has an (J%‘, @-separating set which is smallest 
w.r.t. -c4, &?. So by 2.4 r has an (&‘, a)-separating set which is smallest 
w.r.t. &, k% and contains all (&, @-edges of r and no other edges - for 
every (JZ!, @-separating set of r contains all (&, g)-edges of r. By 1 
each such set contaius as a subset an (J%‘, @-separating set which is 
relatively minimal w.r.t. .&, a’, and therefore minimal. 3 is now proved. 
PROOF OF 4. Put +'--(C&d, r- 9)) ==g& and +'-(C(g!, r- 9)) =%&. 
Let the set of these vertices of r--g&/I’- Wa which are in r adjacent 
to %?&/%?a be denoted by gd/ga. Let W n b(r) = 9& and 9 n V(r) = 
9&,. It follows from the definitions that 
(i) VV E 9Jd : V E .c%$ or all (%d, V)-edges of r belong to 9%. 
(ii) VI’ E 99 : V E 9% or all (I’, ga)-edges of r are in 9%. 
Now suppose Crst that W is an (&, @)-separating set of r relatively 
minimal w.r.t. &‘, a. Then 9 n (JZZ’ u AY)=P, and %‘d n ‘%‘a=$?. Further- 
more 
(iii) 9& is the set of all (‘%‘d, %a)-edges of r. 
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PROOF OF (iii). 9% clearly contains all these edges. Suppose E ~9~. 
Then r- (g-E) contains a (%?d, V&path. Let the second vertex of 
such a path starting from gd be V. Then V E 9d and V Q! g. So by (i) 
E is a ($Yd, g&)-edge. Similarly by (ii) E is a ($99, %a)-edge. Conse- 
quently E is a (%‘d, %?a)-edge. (iii) is now proved. 
Let P&/Pa denote those vertices of $9d/$Z9g which are not in %‘g/Vd. 
If gV = P, then clearly 9d u 9’9 = P, by (iii). So in this case (c) holds for W. 
Let W, f 0. Then by (i) and (ii) 9’a u Wa C 9%. But 9’a is an (&, a)- 
separating set of r--We, and so is 9’a. Furthermore 9& is an (&, a)- 
separating set of F-W, which is relatively minal w.r.t. J$, a. Therefore 
9&= 9’d =zYg, Thus (c) holds for 9. It has now been proved that if 
9 is an (&, @-separating set of r relatively minimal w.r.t. .&, g then 
9 has properties (a), (b) and (c). 
Next suppose that W C V(r) u 8’(r) and W has properties (a), (b) 
and (c). From (a) and (b) it follows that 9# is an (&, @-separating set of J’. 
From this and (c) it follows at once that 9 is reIatively minima1 w.r.t. 
-c4, g. 4. is now proved. 
N.B. Theorem 2 can also be proved without using Theorem 1. 
DEFINITIONS. K., where Y is a finite or infinite cardinal, will denote 
a graph with v vertices, each pair joined by one edge. 
A set of paths will be called independent if each pair have at most 
their end-vertices in common. 
A graph has connectivity x, where x is any finite or infinite cardinal, 
if each pair of vertices are connected by a set of at least x independent 
paths and at least one pair are not connected by any set of more than x 
independent paths. The empty graph and the graph consisting of a single 
vertex are connected and have connectivity 1. 
REMARK 1. It follows from Menger’s Theorem for the finite and 
illfinite case 111 that a graph with more than one vertex has connectivity x 
if and only if it is connected and has no separating set containing fewer 
than x elements and at least one containing x elements. 
THEOREM 3. 1. Every graph which contains a finite separating set 
contains a finite minimul separating set. Every such graph which is connected 
and contains two non-adjacent vertices contains a finite minimal separating 
set W?kSi8ti?&g of vertices only. 
2. Every graph with x elements and connectivity x, wh&re x is any infinite 
curdinut, contain3 a minimal sefparating set consisting of edpa only. 
3. For every infinite car&d x there exist graph without multiple 
edges which contain x elements and have connectivity x and contain no 
relatively minim& separating set of vertices. 
4. For evey pair of infinite CUrdimt8 y and x with y > x there exist 
graph.s without multiple edgt?8 which contain y element8 and have connec- 
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tivity x and contain no relatively minimal separating set of vertices and no 
minimul separating set. 
PROOF OF 1. The first statement is obvious. The second follows 
from 2.4. 
PROOF OF 2. From the assumptions every separating set contains 
x elements, so every separating set is smallest. By 2.3 the graph contains 
a relatively minimal separating set consisting of edges only. Since this 
is smallest, it is minimal. 2. is now proved. 
PROOF OF 3. Let @ be a K, and let VI, Vs, ‘vs, . . . be an infinite 
sequence of distinct vertices of @. Take an infinite sequence of distinct 
vertices Ws, WI, WZ, W3, . . . not in @. Join Ws to every vertex of CD and 
for ir 1 join Wg to every vertex of @ except 71, . .., Vi by one edge. 
The resulting graph has the required properties. 3 is now proved. 
PROOF OF 4. Let @, VI;, V2, V3, . . . be defined as above. Let 
ulo, Yl, Fz, Y3, -** be an infinite sequence of mutually disjoint KY’s with 
@n Yg=p) for i=O, 1,2,3, . . . . Join each vertex of Us to each vertex 
of @ and for i=l,2,3,... each vertex of Yd to each vertex of @ except 
Vl, . . . . Vg by one edge. Let the resulting graph be denoted by P. 
Obviously 1 PI = y, I’ contains no multiple edges, and P has connectivity x. 
For i=O, 1,2, 3, . . . each pair of vertices in ul, are connected by y in- 
dependent paths of length 2, and so are each pair of vertices in @ and 
each pair of vertices one of which is in Q, and the other in u/,. Hence if 
O$i<j, then Yt and iu, are separated by V(Q) - {VI, . . ., I’,}, and if 
Pd E V(Yi) and Pj E V(Y,) then any (Pi, P,)-separating set of I’ which 
does not contain V(Q)- {VI, . . . . V,} as a subset contains y elements. 
Therefore no separating set of .P except 
v-p), f(@)-- VlJq@)-{Vl, v2>, +v)-{Vl, v2, V3},*.* 
is minimal. But none of these are relatively minimal. Therefore P contains 
no minimal separating set. 
Furthermore every separating set of vertices of P contains one of 
V(Q), y(a) - ?‘I, V(B) - {VI, Vs}, . . . as a subset, and none of these is 
relatively minimal. Hence I’ contains no relatively minimal separating 
set of vertices. 4 is now proved. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 3. Every finite or enumerably infinite graph 
with at least one edge contains a minimal separating set. 
PROOF. This follows from 1. and 2. of Theorem 3. 
Next we will prove two theorems concerning separating sets of edges. 
THEOREM 4. Let I’ be any graph and suppose that d, a Cv(r), 
d + 8, g 9 0, d n ZSY= g, and r contains at least one (d, @-path. 
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1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a subset d of 8(r) to be an 
(d,97)-separating set relatively minimal with respect to d, 39 is that 
c(d, r- 8) n c(B, r- 8) = $3 and d consists of all (c(d, r- b), c(g’, r- a)- 
edges of r. 
2. If 8 is relatively minimal with respect to d, g and c&d, r-a), 
~(99, r- 8)) are connected, then 8 is a relatively minimal separating set of r. 
3. I’ has at least one (d, @-separating set of edges which is lowest with 
respect to xi’, ~29, and every such set contains as a subset an (,Qe, 9?)-separating 
set of edges which is least with respect to d, 2%‘. 
PROOF OF 1. This follows from 4. of Theorem 2. 
PROOF OF 2. Put c(&, r- b)=dd and c(g, r- &‘)=Aa. By 1. d 
consists of all (Ad, &)-edges of I’. Hence Aa u As u 8 is a connected 
component of r, denote it by 0. Then 0-I is disconnected, but 
VEEC?: @-(b-E) is connected. Therefore d is a relatively minimal 
separating set of r. 2 is now proved. 
PROOF OF 3. From 2.2 r contains an (JXZ’, SY)-separating set of edges 
which is lowest w.r.t. &, 93. By 1. of Theorem 2 every such set contains 
as a subset an (JXZ’, @-separating set of edges which is least w.r.t. s%‘, 9Y. 
3. is now proved. 
REMARK 2. If r(d) and r(99) are connected and 8 is any subset of 
a(r) which is economical w.r.t. JG’, 9? then of course Ad and Ag are 
connected. This is always the case if /&I = IS71 = 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let r be any graph which contains at least one edge. 
1. Every separating set of edges of T contains as a subset a relatively 
minimal separating set of r. 
2. Any subset d of a(r) is a relatively minimal separating set of r 
if and only if r has a connected component @ such that @ - 6’ has jzlst two 
connected components @I, ~02, and 8 is the set of all (~31, @&clges of IT 
3. r bus at least one lowest separating set of edges, and each szcch set 
contains as a subset a least separating set of edges. 
PROOF OF 1. Let d denote any separating set of edges of r and let 
A and B denote two vertices separated by d in r. By 1. of Theorem 2 
d contains as a subset an (A,B)-separating set 8’ of edges relatively 
minimal w.r.t. A, B. Furthermore by Remark 2 and by 2. of Theorem 4 
8’ is a relatively minimal separating set of r. 1. is now proved. 
PROOF OF 2. First suppose that 8 is a relatively minimal separating 
set of edges of r. Then all edges of d belong to the same connected com- 
ponent of r, say CD (possibly CD = r), and &’ is a relatively minimal separating 
set of edges of @. Let A, B denote two vertices of CD which are separated 
by 8. Put c(A,@-b))=@ 1 and c(& @ - 8)) = ~$2 ; of course @i and @Z 
are connected subgraphs of @ - 8. By 1. of Theorem 4 we have that 
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@r n @a= fl and d consists of all (@I, &)-edges of @. Therefore 
V(Q) =V-(@I) u VP&), b ecause otherwise @ would not be connected. 
It follows that @ - d consists of the two connected components @r and @z. 
Secondly suppose that r has a connected component @ such that 
@- B has just two connected components 01 and @Z and d is the set 
of all (@I, Q-edges of r. Then obviously d is a separating set of P. 
If E is any edge of d then @- (8-E) consists of @I, @s and the (@I, @z)- 
edge E, therefore it is connected. Hence 8-E is not a separating set of .P. 
It follows that 8 is a relatively minimal separating set of edges of r. 
2. is now proved. 
PROOF OF 3. This follows from 2.2 and 1. of Theorem 5. 
We will give a corollary to Theorem 5. We use the following 
DEFINITION. Let J’ be a connected graph and A, B E V(r). The 
number of edges in an (A, B)-path of r with least number of edges will 
be called the distance between A and B in r. (The distance between 
any vertex and itself is 0.). 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 5. Let 7 be a connected graph and A and 
B any two vertices of r a distance d apart, where d 2 1. Then r contains d 
mutually disjoint (A, B)-separating sets of edges, each of which divides r 
into exactly two connected components. 
PROOF. For i=O, 1,2, . . . let Z3t denote the set of those vertices of r 
whose distance from A is i. Then B EZ~&. The set of (9#, 9i+r)-edges 
separates A and B for i = 0, . . . , d - 1. By 1. of Theorem 2 it contains as 
a subset an (A, B)-separating set of edges &‘t which is relatively minimal 
w.r.t. A, B. Clearly 80, . . . , &d-r are mutually disjoint. Furthermore by 
Remark 2 and by 2. of Theorem 4 &?g is a relatively minimal separating 
set of r. By 2. of Theorem 5 I’- &‘i has exactly two connected components. 
The corollary is now proved. 
THEOREM 6. Let r be any graph containing at least one edge and let Y 
be any relatively minimal separating set of r. Then r has a connected 
component @ (possibly @= r) such that 9’ C V(O) u b(Q), Qi- Y is 
disconnected, every vertex of 9 is adjacent to every connected component of 
Q, - 9 in @, and if 9’ contains edges then @ - 9 consists of just two connected 
components @I and @g, and the set of edges of 9’ is the set of all (@I, @s)- 
edges 0f r. 
PROOF. Because 9’ is a relatively minimal separating set of r there 
is a connected component @ of r (if r is connected then @= r) such 
that YC V(Q) u CT(@) and @- Y is disconnected. Let 9’ (7 V(G) = YV 
and 9’ n B(@)=Ye. 
If 9’,,= 0 then the truth of Theorem 6 follows from 2. of Theorem 5. 
It remains to assume that 9,, =+!3. Let P be any vertex of 9’*. Then 
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@ - (9- V) is connected because Y is relatively minimal. @ - (9 - I’) 
consists of all the connected components of a--Y, together with V and 
edges incident with V. Hence V is adjacent in di to every connected 
component of @- 9’. If Ye= P, then Theorem 6 is therefore true. It 
remains to assume that Ye + 0. In this case ,4ae is a relatively minimal 
separating set of edges of the connected graph @ - YV. Therefore by 2. of 
Theorem 5 @- 9’ consists of just two connected components, and .Ye 
is the set of all (@I, @z)-edges of @, i.e. of r. Theorem 6 is now proved. 
DEFINITION. If the vertices of a graph are arbitrarily partitioned 
into two disjoint classes Vi, +‘-a, then the set of all (Vi, Va)-edges of 
the graph is called a tincture of the graph. 
THEOREM 7. Each non-empty tincture of any graph is the union of 
mutually disjoint relatively minimal separating sets of edges of the graph. 
PROOF. Let r denote the graph, % the tincture and let V consist of 
all (Vi, V-z)-edges of r. Let 9 denote the set of all those connected 
components of r(V1) which in r are incident with at least one edge of V. 
For each A E 9 let 8~ denote the set of all (A, Va)-edges of r; 8~ + 8. 
Clearly %?= Udeg &A, and if d’,d”~g and d’+d” then E’,tn8Arr=PI. 
Let 3’~ denote the set of all those connected components +A of 
l’- 8~ which in r are adjacent to A ; 9~ *cd because 8~ +!A For each 
A E 9’~ let & denote the set of all (A, A)-edges of r; 8; =k 0. Clearly 
and if A’, A” E 9~ and A’ =t= A” then &?’ n CT?? =8. 
For each A E $9 and A E 3’~ 8; is a relatively minimal separating set 
of edges of I? For put 
A* is a connected component of r, and A* - &‘$ has exactly two connected 
components, one of them is A and the other contains A. Hence 
BE E &: A*-(&j-E) is connected. Therefore 82 is a relatively 
minimal separating set of edges of r. 
It has now been shown that 
and the 82 are mutually disjoint relatively minimal separating sets of r. 
Theorem 7 is now proved. 
N.B. The partitioning of V into relatively minimal separating sets 
of r is not unique if and only if there exist two edges in V such that they 
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do not join the same pair of connected components of r--V and r has 
a circuit containing both edges. In other words if we construct a graph Q 
such that Tn L?=pl, V(Q) N the set of connected components of r--V?, 
and two vertices of Q are joined by one edge iff the two corresponding 
connected components of r--V are joined by at least one edge of V, 
then the partitioning of ‘$7 into relatively minimal separating sets of r 
is unique iff Q contains no circuit. 
5. Sets of independent path and Menger’s Theorem 
In this section both undirected and directed graphs will be considered. 
DEFINITIONS. The edges and the vertices other than the two end- 
vertices of any path (undirected or directed) with at least one edge will 
be called intermediate elements of the path. 
Let F be any directed graph and suppose that ~4 and g are non-empty 
disjoint-subsets of V(r). Any directed path one of whose end-vertices 
belongs to &’ and the other to 93, which has no intermediate element 
in common with ~2 v $V’, and which is directed away from & towards g’, 
will be called an (JX! -+28)-path. Any directed edge with one end-vertex 
in S? and the other in ~3, and directed away from G’ towards 37, will 
be called an (~4 --t 9Y)-edge. A subset Y of V(r) u b(r) will be called an 
(d + SJ)-separating set of r if Y n (~9 V g) = $3, r contains an (& -+ 5Z?I)- 
path and r-9 contains no (~2 -+ &?3)-path. (& -+ @-separating sets 
smallest, relatively minimal and minimal with respect to &‘+ .S? are 
defined in analogy with the corresponding concepts for undirected graphs. 
We first prove 
THEOREM 8. Let r be any directed graph and JX? and 9? any two non- 
empty disjoint subsets of V(r) such that r contains at least one (A?‘+ 99)- 
path. Then every (B? -+ @-separating set of r contains as a subset an 
(&‘-+ @-separating set of r which is relatively minimal with respect to 
dat+9Y. 
PROOF. The obvious directed analogue of the proof of 1. of Theorem 2, 
using Theorem 1. 
N.B. Theorem 8 can also be proved without using Theorem 1 or 
its equivalent. 
In order to discuss undirected and directed graphs together we introduce 
the symbol ~4 : 39. In all the remainder of this section either always take 
“graph” to mean undirected graph, “path” to mean undirected path, 
and ~4 : a to mean d, 33, or always take “graph” to mean directed graph, 
“path” to mean directed path, and .JX? : .S? to mean &‘+ g’, but adhere 
to the same alternative throughout. 
DEFINITIONS. Let r be any graph and suppose that & and S? are 
non-empty disjoint subsets of V(r) and r contains an (A? : g)-path. 
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A set of (A+’ : @-paths of F will be called relatively maximal with respect 
to & : a if every (&’ : 9Y)-path of r has at least one intermediate element 
in common with at least one of them. 
5.1. It can be proved that any set of independent (d : @-paths 
of r is a subset of a set of independent (& : @-paths of r which is 
relatively maximal w.r.t. G?: $?. (In the case when r has no (&’ : 9$?)- 
separating set containing at most an enumerably infinite set of vertices 
Zorn’s Lemma is used.) 
5.2. Any set 9’ of (& : 9?)-paths of r is relatively maximal w.r.t. 
& : g if and only if r contains an (J&’ : $J)-separating set 9 such that 
every element of 9’ belongs to at least one path of 9. For suppose that 9 
is relatively maximal w.r.t. J/ : 99. Of course each (~2 : 9Y)-edge of r 
belongs to a path of 8. The union of the set of all (J%’ : a’)-edges of r 
and the set of all intermediate vertices of all paths of 9 with more than 
one edge (in case B contains any) is an (& : @-separating set of r because 
9 is relatively maximal w.r.t. &’ : 9. Suppose on the other hand that Y 
is an (& : a)-separating set of r and every element of 9’ belongs to at 
least one path of 9. Every (& : g)-path of I’has an intermediate element 
in common with Y, and this element is an intermediate element of at 
least one path of 8. Therefore B is relatively maximal w.r.t. & : g. 
DEFINITION. Let Y denote any (& : 9#)-separating set of K An 
element S of Y will be called a critical element of Y if Y-S is not an 
(-02 : 9)-separating set of r. 
5.3. By 1. of Theorem 2 and by Theorem 8 every (-02 : g)-separating 
set Y of r contains as a subset an (~2 : @-separating set of r which is 
relatively minimal w.r.t. & : g. Clearly any (& : GQ-separating set of r 
is relatively minimal w.r.t. & : J&’ if and only if each of its elements is 
critical. 
5.4. In the notation of the last definition, the following three statements 
are equivalent : 
I. S is a critical element of 9. 
II. r contains an (z2 : @-path 17 such that 17 n Y=S. 
III. S belongs to every subset of 9’ which is an (& : 9Y)-separating set 
of r relatively minimal w.r.t. & : g. 
PROOF. It is easy to see that I and II are equivalent. It is also easy 
to see that I implies III. To show that III implies I observe that if I is 
not true then Y-S is an (& : @-separating set of r, and by 1. of 
Theorem 2 and Theorem 8 9 - S contains as a subset a (&’ : a)-separating 
set of r which is relatively minimal w.r.t. J&’ : 9. So III implies I, and 
the proof is complete. 
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5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 suggest the following 
DEFINITION. Let B denote any set of (d : 6@)-paths of the graph I’ 
and Y any (-02 : g)-separating set of I7 B will be called M-maximal with 
respect to Y if each path of B contains exactly one element of Y and 
each element of Y belongs to at least one path of B. Moreover B will 
be called M-maximal with respect to d : &Y if there exists an (d : g)- 
separating set of r with respect to which B is M-maximal. 
We have 
THEOREM 9. Let r be any graph and B? and &t any two non-empty 
disjoint subsets of V(r) such that r contains at least one (JS’ : a)-path. Then 
1. For any (A? : L!#)-separating set Y of r there exists a set of (a? : a’)- 
paths of r which is M-maximal with respect to 9 if and only if 9’ is relatively 
minimal with respect to JZZ : S?. 
2. There exists at least one set of (& : g)-paths of r which is M-maximal 
with respect to a minima2 (LX? : g)-separating set of IT 
3. Every set of (~9 : @-paths of r which is M-maximal with respect 
to AI : .G@ is relatively maximal with respect to & : LS?. 
4. For any (JS? : @-separating set Y of r any set B of (~2 : @-paths 
of r which is M-maximal with respect to Y contains as a subset a set 9 
which is M-maximal with respect to 9’ and such that each element of 9’ 
belongs to exactly one path of 8’. 
PROOF OF 1. First suppose that Y is relatively minimal w.r.t. ~8 : a. 
Then by 5.3 every element of Y is a critical element of Y. Therefore by 
5.4 corresponding to each element S of Y we can choose an (d : @-path 
of r 17s such that Y n IIs = S. Now the set of d : g-paths of r{l& : SE 9”) 
is M-maximal w.r.t. Y. Secondly suppose that the set B of (d : A?‘)-paths 
of r is M-maximal w.r.t. Y. Let S be any element of Y. We can choose 
a path IIs of 9 such that S E IIs. Then Y n IIS = S. Therefore by 5.4 S is 
a critical element of Y. Consequently each element of Y is a critical 
element of Y. Hence Y is critical. 1. is now proved. 
PROOF OF 2. By 2. of Theorem 2 and by Theorem 8 r contains at 
least one minimal (d : g)-separating set. 2. follows from this and 1. 
PROOF OF 3. Suppose the set B of (d : @-paths of r is M-maximal 
w.r.t. the (d : g)-separating set Y of r. Then by definition every element 
of .Y’ belongs to at least one path of B. Therefore by 5.2 B is relatively 
maximal w.r.t. d: g. 3 is now proved. 
PROOF OF 4. For each element S of Y choose one path of B con- 
taining S and denote it by 17 8. Let P={17’s:SEY}. YnII’s=S 
because S E 17’s and II’s E 9. So 8’ has the required properties. Theorem 9 
is now proved. 
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6.5 The converse of 3. is not always true. In fact even a finite graph 
may contain a set of independent (CZ’ : 9Y)-paths which are relatively 
maximal with respect to & : 9 but not M-maximal with respect to &’ : 98. 
A simple example is the graph consisting of the four vertices A, T, U, B 
and one (A : T)-edge, one (T : U)-edge, one (U : B)-edge, one (A : CQ-edge, 
and one (T : B)-edge, with &= {A}, 97 = (B} and the relatively maximal 
set consisting of the (A : B)-path containing both T and U. 
5.6 Menger’s Theorem for the finite case can be formulated as follows 
in the above terminology, r, .zZ and 9 being as in Theorem 9. 
If the (finite or infinite) graph F contains a finite (d : 99’)~separating 
set then I’ contains an independent set of (d : .%)-paths M-maximal with 
respect to 22: LB. 
It has been conjectured that there always exists such a set of (&’ : W)- 
paths even if the graph contains no finite (J&‘: @-separating set, but 
this has never been proved or disproved. It is known only that (11 
If every (d : A?)-separating set of V contains at least x elements (x a finite 
or infinite cardinal) then I’ contains an independent set of at least x (&’ : 99)- 
paths. 
It is easy to see that if an independent set B of (&’ : @)-paths of r is 
U-maximal with respect to an (~2 : a)-separating set 9’ then each element 
of 9’ belongs to one and only one path of 9, and furthermore 9’ is minimal 
w.r.t. & : g. 
In relation to the above conjecture we prove 
THEOREM 10. Let r be any graph and suppose that & and a are 
two non-empty disjoint subsets of V(P) and that fll, 172,173, . . . is any 
infinite sequence of distinct (&’ : @-paths of r. For i= 1, 2, 3, . . . let 
dr denote r(d u a u Y(JIl u . . . u Ui)) and let d denote 
Then {Ul, 172,173, . ..} is independent and M-maximal with respect to 
~4 : $9 in L3 if and only if for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . (171, . . . , Ui} is independent and 
M-maximal with respect to J&’ : 9’ in di. 
PROOF. First suppose that (171,172, n3, . . .} is independent and M- 
maximal w.r.t. JZZ : a in d. Then obviously any subset of {Dl, 172, I&, . . .> 
is independent. Let Y denote any (& : ?J)-separating set of r3 such that 
{nl, IZz, ns, . . . > is M-maximal w.r.t. 9, and let 9’ n I& = 8, for i = 1, 2, 3,. . . 
It is easy to see that for each i 2 1 {A!$, . . . , Se} is an (& : @-separating set 
of da, and obviously (Z71, . . . . J7*} is M-maximal with respect to (81, . . ., St}. 
Therefore for i = 1,2,3, . . . (171, . .., fli} is independent and M-maximal 
w.r.t. & : a in dr. 
Secondly suppose that for i = 1,2,3, . ..{lIl. .,., 176) is independent and 
M-maximal w.r.t. &’ : g in dg. Then clearly (Z71, . lir,, I&, . . .} is independent. 
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For j=l,2,3,... let (5, denote the set of all (~4 : $+separating sets of 4~ 
with respect to which (171, . .., II,} is M-maximal. Gj =+O by definition. 
Gj is finite because Gj is a subset of the set of all subsets of the finite 
set Y(171 U . . . Ul7,)Ub(zI~U... u n,). Of course each member of G, 
contains exactly i elements, one from each of III, . .., I7;. 
Suppose that i~2 and that {SI, . . ..SJ}E Gj and that for k=l, . . . . j 
p1, **., S,} n Dk=Sk. Then {Sl, . , ,, S~-l} E G+-r. For obviously for 
k=l ) . ..) j- l{S,, . . . . &I) n I&=&, so it is sufficient to prove that 
{Sl, **., %l} is an (& : @-separating set of AJ-I. But if this is false 
then obviously {SI, . . . , SJ} is not an (zz2 : &+)-separating set of Al because 
S, $ A+1. Hence {SI, . . ., &-I) E GJ-1. 
For i= 1,2,3, . . . let q denote 1 GJ[. Construct an undirected graph B 
as follows : For each integer i 2 1 let -ty,l= (W~I, . . . WJ~~} be a set of q 
distinct vertices not belonging to v(r) U L?(T), where *w; n ?V, = 0 if 
i +k, and let m be a 1 - 1 mapping of Gj onto “YYj. 
For each integer i 2 2 and for each {Sr, . . ., SJ} E Gj, where the notation 
is chosen so that {SI, . . . , A‘$} n I& -Sk for k = 1, . . . , j, join m({&, . . ., A!$}) 
to m((S1, . . . . E&r}) by one undirected edge not belonging to V(r) u c?(F). 
By what has just been said {SI, . . ., &I} E GZ-1, therefore 
m({&, . . . . sj-l}) E +f-j-1. 
Let Sz denote the resulting graph. Then V(Q) = WI u W, u Wa u . . . 
and WI, Wa, Ws, . . . are all finite and mutually disjoint, and for 
j=2,3,4 ) . . . each vertex of Wj is joined by an edge to a vertex of WJ-1 
in Q. By KGnig’s Lemma 121s contains a l-way infinite path with successive 
vertices WI, W2, W3, . . . such that WJEZV~ for j=l,2,3, . . . . 
Then m-1( Wt) E Gg for i = 1, 2,3, . . . and m-1 (WI) C m-1( W3) C m-1( W3) 
C . . . . Put m-1 (Wl)Um-l(Wz)um-l(W3)U . ..=Y*. 
Y* is an (& : @-separating set of A. For if 17 is an (~4 : @-path of 
A = Y* then for some k2 1 17 is an (&? : @-path of dk- Y* n dk, but 
Y* n dk =m-l( Wk) E &, so we have a contradiction. 
The notation can be chosen so that m-l( WI) = {&‘I*}, m-l( W3) = {Sl*, S3*} 
m-q W3)= {A$*, s2*, s3*}, . . . and for each integer iz 1 I& n {SI*, . . . . St*}= 
Sj* for i=l, . . . . i. Then 9*={Sr*, S’s*, S’s*. . ..} and Y* n I&=S** for 
j= 1,2,3 ) . . . . Therefore {III, 172,173, . ..} is M-maximal w.r.t. Y*. Theorem 
10 is now proved. 
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